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Abstract

While computer vision has gained traction in medical applications, models specifically engineered for Intensive Care Unit (ICU) activities are limited and often lack clinical relevance. To tackle this challenge, we present Clinical Behavioral Atlas (CBA), a computer vision system that can identify 40 clinically relevant activity categories, 55 object categories, and three personnel categories solely through RGB video data. In addition, we develop a novel LLM-based model grounded on patient activity data for accurate video question answering and captioning. The specific activity grounding, fine-tuned on the CBA dataset, reduces hallucinations and allows the LLM to focus more on clinically relevant information, increasing its utility in the clinical domain.
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1 Introduction

The rapidly evolving field of computer vision, a specialized area within machine learning dedicated to algorithmic interpretation of visual data, has shown remarkable progress in various industries (Kamilaris and Prenafeta-Boldú, 2018; Silver et al., 2016; Yurtsever et al., 2020). Despite these advancements, its application in healthcare—particularly beyond the specialized fields of radiology and pathology (Shen et al., 2017)—remains largely unexplored. Implementing computer vision technologies in settings such as Intensive Care Units (ICUs) presents a compelling value proposition (Sathyanarayana et al., 2018; Tscholl et al., 2020). These sophisticated algorithms can offer a continuous, automated layer of visual data that fills what our team refers to as the “dark spaces of healthcare” (Haque et al., 2020). Operating tirelessly and without the limitations of human fatigue, these models not only facilitate real-time clinical decision-making but also integrate seamlessly into Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) for enhanced documentation. This enriched data repository can serve as the basis for both descriptive and quantitative analyses, revolutionizing how healthcare providers understand and engage with patient behaviors (Lloyd-Jukes et al., 2021).

Among the numerous aspects of video comprehension, Video Question Answering (VideoQA) has garnered a significant amount of attention, since it requires models to answer questions regarding a specific video segment, which necessitates a thorough grasp of the scene, relationships, and temporal changes depicted in the video (Zhong et al., 2022; Jang et al., 2017; Xiao et al., 2021). However, current video models struggle to obtain a fine-grained understanding of the video scene (Wang et al., 2023). This issue is particularly detrimental in the video domain, where a miss in the scene understanding may cause life injuries. As a result, developing a clinical-oriented model for video understanding requires specialized attention to clinically relevant details.

Building on our prior research in ambient intelligence, our study aims to address these challenges by developing a specialized video question-answering model for ICUs. Our model employs an activity recognizer, which is designed to automatically recognize a broad spectrum of clinically meaningful activities in the ICU, encompassing activities of daily living (ADLs), preventive measures, diagnostic
procedures, therapeutic procedures, and other clinically important bedside physical activities. The resulting model not only achieves strong performance but also reveals previously inaccessible insights into care delivery, which aids clinical workers in achieving better patient outcomes. The backbone of our model is a frozen LLM, which provides better reasoning ability and is able to extract the complex semantic information provided by the activity recognizer. We hope our design can serve as a paradigm for clinical-oriented model training, aiding clinical workers to give better care in the future.

2 Related Work

2.1 Clinical Activity and Behavior Recognition

Traditional non-vision-based approaches to identifying clinically relevant behaviors often fall short due to their rudimentary nature or narrowly defined use cases (Srigley et al., 2014). For instance, current systems, such as bed motion alarms, are limited in scope and do not provide a comprehensive understanding of patient activities. Moreover, these systems are plagued by workforce limitations (Patel et al., 2018), affecting the precision and timeliness of patient data capture.

2.2 Video Question Answering

The effectiveness of machine learning models is profoundly impacted by the data on which they are trained. Key datasets such as MovieQA (Tapaswi et al., 2016), MSRVTT-QA, and MSVD-QA (Xu et al., 2017) have played a crucial role in propelling the field of video question answering forward (Peng et al., 2022; Lei et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021; Jiang and Han, 2020). These datasets, however, primarily feature brief video segments accompanied by straightforward questions, which restricts the progression of models toward achieving a comprehensive understanding of videos. The TGIF-QA dataset (Jang et al., 2017) marked a pivotal shift by evaluating models on spatial-temporal reasoning across a vast collection of animated GIFs, thereby enhancing the temporal reasoning capabilities of models (Gao et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2019). Nonetheless, current models fail to capture fine-grained information that is pertinent to clinical use cases.

3 Approach

As illustrated in Figure 1, our model fuses multimodal video frame features with language for advanced video understanding. A detailed illustration of each component is described below.

**Frame Encoder.** To generate patch image features \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{L_{\text{patch}} \times d_v} \), object bounding box predictions \( B = b_1, \ldots, b_n \), object class predictions \( O = o_1, \ldots, o_n \), we employ EVA-02 (Fang et al., 2023), a ViT-based image encoder with 304M parameters. In addition, we modify it by incorporating an additional attribute head to classify attributes for each entity. Leveraging the pre-trained weights from the original research, we fine-tune this model on the CBA dataset.
Scene Graph Predictor and Activity Recognizer. Our study introduces a hierarchical approach to the recognition of clinical activities. The bottom level builds scene graphs using modules for entity detection, keypoint tracking, and attribute classification. Specifically, when an actor is identified by the backbone frame encoder, we employ ViTPose (Xu et al., 2022) to detect 133 distinct human body keypoints. We derive relationship information using a heuristic method that measures pairwise distances between certain bounding boxes or keypoints. Lastly, we have developed a Multi-Class Multi-Object Tracking (MCMOT) algorithm based on ByteTrack (Zhang et al., 2022) to correlate entity instances across different frames. The top level classifies the presence of activity classes at each time step in a video using the raw video data and the extracted scene graphs. We use the GINE (Xu et al., 2018) graph neural network to encode the scene graph at the target frame. We concatenate the two extracted encodings and feed them into a MLP layer to make the final prediction.

Frame Localizer. The frame localization method, utilizing the UniVTG structure as proposed by Lin et al. (Lin et al., 2023), adopts a dual strategy of alignment and contrast for processing frame and activity representations. In its training phase, it assigns binary labels \( f_i \) to frames, where \( f_i = 1 \) indicates a clip is part of the foreground, alongside a saliency score \( s_i \in [-1, 1] \) that denotes its importance to the posed question. It converts the question into a series of query tokens \( Q \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d_q} \). Each frame’s embedding \( X \) and activity embedding \( S \) are processed through individual linear transformations:

\[
x_i = \frac{1}{|X|} \sum_{j=1}^{|X|} X_j W_{xf}, \quad s_i = \frac{1}{|S|} \sum_{j=1}^{|S|} S_j W_{sf},
\]

where \( W_{xf}, W_{sf} \) represent matrices that can be adjusted. The condensed frame and activity embeddings are then merged to create the video frame embedding \( X_v = x_1, \ldots, x_n \) and the video activity embedding \( S_v = s_1, \ldots, s_n \) for videos of length \( n \). For alignment, positional and type embeddings are added to each modality: \( X'_v = X_v + E_{ox} + E_{type} \), \( Q'_v = Q_v + E_{ox} + E_{type} \). Then, the embeddings concatenated into \( Z_0 = [X'_v; S'_v; Q'_v] \). These embeddings are then combined into \( Z_0 = [X'_v; S'_v; Q'_v] \). This unified representation \( Z_0 \) is processed through a sequence of \( k \) transformer encoders, each consisting of a multi-head self-attention mechanism (MHSA) and a linear layer. For encoder layer \( i \) with \( m \) attention heads, we have

\[
k_{i,m} = \text{softmax} \left( \frac{W_{qm}^i Z_{i-1} (W_{km}^i Z_{i-1})^T}{\sqrt{d_k}} \right),
\]

\[
h_{i,m} = k_{i,m} W_{v}^i Z_{i-1},
\]

\[
Z_i = (\prod_{m=1}^M h_{i,m}) W_O,
\]

where \( W_O^i, W_{qm}^i, W_{km}^i, W_v^i \) are learnable parameters. In the end, we take out the question tokens to get \( Z_v' \). The score for the alignment route is then

\[
\hat{f} = \sigma(\text{Conv}(Z_v')),
\]

where \( \sigma \) is a sigmoid activation, and Conv is a set of convolutional layers that outputs \( \hat{f} \in \mathbb{R}^n = \{f_1, \ldots, f_n\} \). This score signals whether the given frame corresponds to a foreground clip. This route is supervised by the cross entropy loss between the predicted label \( \hat{f}_i \) and the ground truth label \( f_a \):

\[
\mathcal{L}_a = \sum_{i=1}^n - \left( f_i \log \hat{f}_i + (1 - f_i) \log(1 - \hat{f}_i) \right),
\]

where \( s_i \) is the ground truth relevance at frame \( i \).

The saliency score is learned through contrastive learning. In this route, a linear layer is first used to project each embedding into the same embedding space. Then, the saliency score \( \hat{s}_i \) is obtained through the sum of the pair-wise similarity score between the activity embedding \( S_v = \{s_1, \ldots, s_n\} \), frame embedding \( X_v = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\} \), and question embedding \( Q \):

\[
\hat{s}_{i,c} = \frac{x_i^T Q}{||x_i||_2 ||Q||_2} + \frac{s_i^T Q}{||s_i||_2 ||Q||_2}.
\]

This score is supervised through two losses: intra-video and inter-video contrastive learning loss. For intra-video contrastive learning loss, we randomly sample a positive clip at index \( p \) with \( f_p = 1 \) and
s_p > 0, and negative samples \( N = \{ j | 1 \leq j < p, s_j < s_p \} \). Given the saliency prediction \( \hat{s}_j, \hat{s}_p \), the intra-video loss is calculated as

\[
L_{\text{intra}}^s = - \log \frac{\exp(\hat{s}_p / \tau)}{\exp(\hat{s}_p / \tau) + \sum_{j \in N} \exp(\hat{s}_j / \tau)},
\]

where \( \tau \) is the temperature chosen manually. The inter-video loss takes other videos \( k \in N' \) within the batch as negative samples

\[
L_{\text{inter}}^s = - \log \frac{\exp(\hat{s}_p / \tau)}{\sum_{k \in B} \exp(\hat{s}_k / \tau)},
\]

We take a weighted sum to obtain the final loss:

\[
L = \lambda_a L_a + \lambda_{\text{intra}} L_{\text{intra}}^s + \lambda_{\text{inter}} L_{\text{inter}}^s,
\]

where \( \lambda_a, \lambda_{\text{inter}}, \lambda_{\text{intra}} \) are hyperparameters setting the weight for each loss. Similarly, another weighted sum is performed to obtain the final score \( \hat{r}_i \):

\[
\hat{r}_i = w_f \hat{f}_i + w_s \hat{s}_i.
\]

For \( \hat{r}_i \), though, the weights \( w_f, w_s \) are learned during the training process. The frames are ranked based on \( \hat{r}_i \), and only the top k frames are input into the Q-Formers in the next stage. For datasets with ground truth interval annotation, the localizer is directly tuned on the ground truth labels. For datasets without ground truth labels, pseudo labels \( \hat{f}_i, \hat{s}_i \) are generated to fine-tune the localizer. Specifically, for each frame \( i \) with answer prediction \( y, \hat{y} \) and frame selection threshold \( r_\theta \),

\[
\hat{f}_i, \hat{s}_i = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } (y = \hat{y} \land \hat{r}_i > r_\theta) \\
0, & \text{if } (y \neq \hat{y} \land \hat{r}_i < r_\theta) \\
-1, & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

In other words, we encourage the localizer to make the same prediction if such prediction gives the correct answer while encouraging the model to make a different prediction when the selected frames fail to provide the correct answer.

**LLM.** We implement the LLM backbone based on the LLaVA-1.5 architecture with Mistral-7b backbone. A linear projection is then used to project the embedding into the LLM embedding space. Finally, the LLM takes both activity embeddings and the frame embeddings as inputs and an LLM inference is performed to obtain the final answer.

## 4 Experiments

### 4.1 Data

We evaluate the model on our in-house clinical dataset called Clinical Behavioral Atlas (CBA). A detailed description of the dataset is included below.

**Data Collection.** Our dataset comprises a continuous collection of video data obtained from two Intensive Care Units (ICUs) at Stanford Hospital, covering the period from November 2021 to November 2022. For data acquisition, a network of 16 sensors was employed across eight ICU rooms: one room in the Neuro-ICU and the remaining seven in the Medical-ICU. Two cameras were deployed in each room. Our sensors record the data with a resolution of 1920x1080 at 15 frames per second.

**Taxonomy.** Overall, we have chosen 40 activity classes categorized under five superclasses: preventative measures, activities of daily living, diagnostic procedures, therapeutic procedures, and personnel. At a more detailed level, we have included 55 object categories in our taxonomy.

The activity classes are motivated by five clinical bundles: the ABCDEF Bundle, the Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT) Prophylaxis Bundle, the Hospital-Acquired Pressure Injury (HAPI) Prevention Bundle, the Healthcare-Associated Infections (HAI) Prevention Bundle, and the Ventilator-Associated Pneumonia (VAP) Prevention Bundle. The ABCDEF bundle is a comprehensive approach to patient care focusing on Assessing and managing pain, Both spontaneous awakening and breathing trials,
Choice of sedation, Delirium monitoring and management, Early mobility and exercise, and Family engagement and empowerment, to improve outcomes for critically ill patients. Additionally, aligned with nursing documentation practices, we have incorporated categories from a nursing Epic Flowsheet. Lastly, our taxonomy encompasses categories of clinical equipment used in patient care.

**Data Annotation.** Data annotation was carried out by our research team in collaboration with contracted nurses, patient safety monitors, and an annotation vendor. In the first phase, researchers, clinicians, and other healthcare professionals selected clinically relevant video clips and annotated activities at the clip level. In the second phase, non-clinical annotators from the annotation vendor carried out detailed annotations. They annotated bounding boxes around entities, labeled their predicates, and tracked these entities throughout the clip. All annotations used data labels from our study taxonomy.

**Dataset Splits.** As we used video footage from 8 rooms, we split the data so that the testing and validation dataset each contains footage from one room, and the training dataset contains footage from the remaining 6 rooms. This way, no patient will appear in both training and testing dataset, ensuring maximum separation between them.

**CBA-QA Dataset.** The CBA-QA dataset is generated from the CBA dataset using the original footage and annotations. It consists of 52,426 question-answer pairs. Out of all questions, 16,924 of them ask the model to describe a video, 12,576 demand temporal understanding, and 22,926 involve binary questions on patient states.

### 4.2 Baselines

We compare our method against multiple LLM-based video baselines, including the vanilla LLaVA (Liu et al. [2024]), BLIP-2 (Li et al. [2023]) and SeViLA (Yu et al. [2023]). While their backbone LLMs are of different dimensions, we keep their size similar in the 7b-13b range.

### 4.3 Evaluation method

As the task is video question answering, the model outputs answers given a video and a natural language question. The model is evaluated on two metrics: accuracy and BLEU score. Specifically, with test dataset $Q$, the accuracy of the prediction $\hat{q}$ with respect to ground truth $q$ is given by:

$$\text{acc} = \frac{1}{|Q|} \sum_{q \in Q} \sum_{i=1}^{\min(|\hat{q}|,|q|)} \mathbb{1}[\hat{q}_i = q_i].$$

For BLEU score, we used the vanilla computation method (Papineni et al. [2002]) with ORANGE smoothing (Lin and Och [2004]).

### 4.4 Experimental details

The backbone LLM, based on the Mistral-7b structure, is kept frozen. The frame encoder is trained on the bounding box and attributes annotation data of the CBA dataset on 4 NVIDIA A100 GPUs. Within the frame encoder, the bounding box predictor has a hidden dimension of 1024, and the backbone feature extractor is a standard vision transformer (ViT) with an embedding dimension of 768. The model is trained with a learning rate of $5 \times 10^{-7}$, a batch size of 40 for a total of 10 epochs.

### 4.5 Results

The experimental result is included in Table 1. As shown in the table, our model performs the best in most of the categories, with an increase in accuracy of 15.7% and an increase in BLEU of 21.3%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Describe Acc</th>
<th>Describe BLEU</th>
<th>Temporal Acc</th>
<th>Temporal BLEU</th>
<th>Binary Acc</th>
<th>Binary BLEU</th>
<th>Aggregated Acc</th>
<th>Aggregated BLEU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLIP-2 [Li et al. 2023]</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeViLA [Yu et al. 2023]</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLaVA-A [Liu et al. 2024]</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Performance of our model against various baselines on CBA-QA. The best metrics in each column are bolded.
This result signals the efficacy of the activity recognizer in helping the model achieve a better scene understanding in the clinical domain. The most prominent performance boost is in the binary category, with 29.2% better accuracy. This demonstrates how an accurate temporal grounding can help a model to understand a scene better.

The model under examination did not achieve performance parity with LLaVA regarding the accuracy of descriptive questions despite exhibiting superior BLEU scores. Upon thorough analysis, it is posited that this discrepancy arises from the challenges inherent in integrating additional activity grounding, which necessitates extra contextual information. This requirement appears to encumber the reasoning capabilities and the capacity to generate cohesive descriptive paragraphs in smaller models. We hypothesize that transitioning to larger language models, specifically from the 7b to more expansive language architectures, may ameliorate this issue.

Our observations further reveal that all models under consideration exhibit relatively low BLEU scores. This phenomenon can primarily be attributed to the inherent variation in wording styles among LLMs, which may not align with the style of the reference texts. Consequently, despite the accurate and comprehensive representation of factual content, the models are assigned low BLEU scores. This discrepancy suggests that the BLEU metric may not serve as an effective tool for evaluating language model performance in the context of LLMs. Nonetheless, alternative evaluation metrics, such as the GPT rating, have been subject to criticism for their lack of consistency across different model generations.

5 Analysis

To investigate the performance of the activity recognizer module, we visualized both the final and intermediate outputs of the activity recognizer in Figure 2. The source video in the figure is collected through simulation, and all people in the scene are researchers in the project. On the object level, the model can identify large objects as well as tiny objects like the paper cup. It, however, failed to identify one occluded slipper sock and could only identify one. On the scene graph level, the model can identify a variety of relationships, including touching, wearing and on. The relationships, however, are limited to spatial relationships. Complex semantic relationships, such as talking to, are areas the model comes short of. On the activity level, the model accurately extracts the information from the scene graph, identifying that the patient in the scene is being repositioned. In addition, the model identifies that there is one patient and one staff member on the scene, with the patient having SCD sleeves and slipper socks on the legs and feet. This shows the robustness of our model: Even though some objects, like one slipper sock, are not identified, the model is still able to obtain an accurate activity and state prediction through partial data.
6 Conclusion

In this work, we introduce a video question-answering model for clinical understanding. Our model employs an activity recognizer that accurately extracts clinical-related information from a video. The model sets a new SoTA in the CBA-QA dataset, a video dataset designed for clinical question answering. We hope the work can serve as a paradigm to guide further clinical model development in the area, helping large language models to reach clinical level performance in the future.

The predictive accuracy of the model, contingent upon activity information, is noteworthy; however, the construction of the activity recognizer remains a manual process. Furthermore, the selection of pertinent information necessitates pre-existing domain-specific knowledge. For future endeavors, it is posited that a more adaptable approach, allowing the model itself to determine the relevant information for inclusion in the grounding data, could facilitate the development of a more universally applicable solution that does not require prior clinical expertise.
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